
A CAUSE 
FOR ALARM
THE CASE FOR CARBON MONOXIDE DETECTORS
 IN EVERY VIRGINIA DAYCARE + SCHOOL



A Short Introduction
Why I Care: The Day that Started It

What I Discovered
The Importance of the Issue

The Challenges Ahead
The Ask + Plan of Attack

A CONVERSATION ON CO
WHAT'S INCLUDED IN THIS PRESENTATION



ABOUT THE PRESENTER

Contact Details:
Nikki James Zellner
(202) 870-3880
nikkijameszellner@gmail.com

Mother of two boys under 6 years of age
My children were victims of CO poisoning due to
a leak from a furnace at their daycare
Military Spouse 
I own my own consulting business 
I am a mentor to school-aged female leaders
Husband attends ODU while serving in the Navy
Homeowners in Virginia Beach

WE'RE ENGAGED IN OUR COMMUNITIES.



Footer

Our daycare alerted us to an on-site carbon
monoxide leak at 2:20 p.m. After hours of
symptoms, a teacher's spouse brought in a home
detector – which immediately alerted.

Emergency personnel arrived while children were
being evacuated to building next door; most
children and teachers had mild to moderate
symptoms of CO poisoning, several were
assessed in ambulances + multiple went to
hospital for further evaluation

After given the all clear by inspection teams, we
sent our children back to daycare the following
week (with relief that plug-in detectors were now
installed in each room). Only a week after passing
inspection, the alarms went off again.

First...A Carbon Monoxide Leak

Then An Emergency Evacuation

And Then It Happened Again
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Carbon monoxide is a colorless, odorless, tasteless gas produced
by a burning fuel source. Improperly ventilated appliances and
engines, particularly in a tightly sealed or enclosed space, may
allow carbon monoxide to accumulate to dangerous levels.

Carbon monoxide in the air rapidly enters all parts of the body,
including blood, brain, heart, and muscles when you breathe. 

The carbon monoxide in your body leaves through your lungs when
you breathe out (exhale), but there is a delay in eliminating carbon
monoxide.

WHAT IS CARBON MONOXIDE?



IN-FACILITY SOURCES OF CARBON MONOXIDE
THAT COULD IMPACT SCHOOLS

Gas heating systems such as building heaters, water heaters,
stoves, and ovens.
Gas powered dryers.
Leaking and back-drafting furnaces.
Gas-powered generators.
Gas burners used in science labs.

>> CO IS A HEAVY GAS THAT RISES VERY SLOWLY AS IT
ACCUMULATES, AND IS BEST DETECTED FROM DETECTORS JUST
ABOVE FLOOR LEVEL (AND CLOSE TO FUEL-BURNING SOURCES).



EXTERNAL SOURCES OF CARBON MONOXIDE
LIKELY TO IMPACT SCHOOLS

Proximity to high traffic areas, including exhaust from automobiles,
buses, lawn movers if they are operated too close to the building or
operated or left idling indoors.
Equipment with small gasoline engines, such as gas leaf blowers,
pressure washers, concrete cutters, water pumps, compressors and
generators, propane-powered floor polishers, and lift trucks –
outdoor use of any of this equipment is not usually hazardous but in
buildings or enclosed spaces, carbon monoxide can quickly build up
to dangerous amounts.

>> A BUILDING DOES NOT HAVE TO HAVE FUEL-FIRED
APPLIANCES TO HAVE CO EXPOSURE-RELATED ISSUES



Common Mild Exposure 
 Slight headache, nausea, vomiting, fatigue, flu-like symptoms.

Common Medium Exposure 
Throbbing headache, drowsiness, confusion, fast heart rate.

Common Extreme Exposure 
Convulsions, unconsciousness, brain damage, heart and lung
failure, followed by death.

Acute CO Poisoning occurs with high-level exposure and requires
immediate medical intervention. People may have irreversible brain
damage or even die before anyone realizes there's a problem.

>> AT TIME OF PRESENTATION, EDUCATORS + FACULTY IN
VIRGINIA ARE NOT REQUIRED TO COMPLETE ANY KIND OF CO
AWARENESS, PREVENTION + DIAGNOSTIC TRAINING. 

CLASSIC SYMPTOMS OF ACUTE CO POISONING



Behavior changes and mood disorders
Recurring + unexplained illnesses
Lung, heart and brain damage
Body system interference
Symptoms related to toxin poisoning

While victims of chronic CO poisoning are not at risk of immediate
death, they will often face long-term health issues (often
unexplained or misdiagnosed) during or after continued exposure.

>> CURRENT DIAGNOSTIC TESTING RELATED TO CO IS LIMITED
TO MEDICAL DEVICES THAT CAN ESTIMATE THE LEVEL OF
CARBON MONOXIDE IN BLOOD USED BY FIRST RESPONDERS +
BLOOD TESTS COMPLETED AT MEDICAL FACILITIES.

PRESENTATION OF CHRONIC CO POISONING
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S STANDARD CO DETECTORS ARE 
LIFE-SAVING DEVICES ONLY. THEY ONLY
ALERT TO HIGH LEVELS OF CO EXPOSURE. 

ONLY A PORTION OF CO DETECTORS ARE
HEALTH + SAFETY DEVICES ALERTING 
TO CO EXPOSURE AT ANY LEVEL.

CO LEVEL REACHED
70 ppm 
150 ppm
400 ppm

ALARM SOUNDS AFTER
60-240 minutes
10 - 50 minutes
4 - 15 minutes

>> YES, ANY DETECTOR IS BETTER THAN NONE AT ALL. BUT
SHOULDN'T WE BE PREVENTING THE RISK OF LONG-TERM, 
LOW-LEVEL CO EXPOSURE TO OUR FAMILIES AS WELL?

Standard
Alarms

The indoor Permissible Exposure Limit (PEL) to CO varies from state to state. 
OSHA in Virginia has an Indoor PEL of 55 ppm averaged over an 8 hour workday.



PREVENTING CO-RELATED ISSUES IN OUR SCHOOLS

Install high-quality carbon monoxide detection devices (in classrooms + offices,
+ especially near fuel-fired appliances) that can alert at health-protection levels.
Map school district’s buildings to identify the presence of any equipment or
situation that has the potential of producing carbon monoxide.
Schedule frequent, regular inspections and preventive maintenance of all fuel
burning equipment.
Prohibit vehicles from idling close to school buildings or in garages.
Ensure that fuel-powered outdoor equipment is not used close to the building’s
exhaust system.
Equip maintenance departments with good quality carbon monoxide sensors.
Follow legal guidance and manufacturer’s recommendations for selection,
installation, operation and maintenance of any and all equipment and appliances.
Immediately report burning or exhaust type smells as well as gas smells. School
maintenance, the gas company, or the fire department need to check out the
situation at once. 



Virginia is NOT one of them.

ONLY 6 STATES 
CURRENTLY HAVE 

LEGISLATION REQUIRING
SCHOOLS TO PROTECT

 OUR EDUCATORS 
+ CHILDREN FROM CO



IS CO EXPOSURE REALLY 
AN ISSUE IN SCHOOLS? YES.
Here's a short list of states that have experienced CO
leaks causing school evacuations + hospital visits between
lin 2019 + 2020. Click each state to read corresponding
article on how the leaks were discovered. 

NO ONE HAS DIED
FROM CO EXPOSURE

IN A US SCHOOL. YET.
Every year, at least 430 people die

in the U.S. from accidental CO
poisoning – most often related to
exposure at home. Approximately
50,000 people in the U.S. visit the
emergency department each year

due to accidental CO poisoning.
 

Studies have shown children
 are to likely to encounter 

higher CO exposure risk 
at schools than in their homes.

• Virginia 

• O regon

• Tennessee

• Massachusetts

• North Carolina

• Alabama

• Michigan

• And this story in Georgia wasn't this past year, but it
always stands out to me.

https://www.pilotonline.com/news/education/vp-nw-carbon-monoxide-detectors-20200228-g6ejblyp3ncmhkepqiz25ks36e-story.html
https://www.kezi.com/content/news/Parents-concerned-about-carbon-monoxide-exposure-at-school-508707041.html
https://www.localmemphis.com/article/news/local/kate-bond-middle-closing-for-day-after-possible-carbon-monoxide-leak/522-d6f82860-a9ab-437b-912a-2f6edb9f34a0
https://patch.com/massachusetts/marblehead/marblehead-schools-carbon-monoxide-detector-failed
https://abc11.com/health/durham-charter-school-evacuated-due-to-carbon-monoxide-leak/5232109/
https://www.waaytv.com/content/news/Carbon-monoxide-leak-leads-to-Rainbow-Elementary-School-closure-evacuation-506821921.html
https://www.hometownlife.com/story/news/local/milford/2019/11/25/lakeland-high-school-evacuated-due-elevated-carbon-monoxide-levels/4297993002/
https://www.ajc.com/news/students-overcome-carbon-monoxide-atlanta-school/C0HO7ttxXEyRMK9vwDFe1M/


WHAT STATES HAVE EXISTING CO
LEGISLATION FOR SCHOOLS +
WHAT DOES IT LOOK LIKE?

Spoiler alert: it's not perfect legislation, but it's a start. It is
also entirely possible that local ordinances exist at the
county and district levels in other states. There are also
many schools and districts that have likely been proactive
in installing detection even though it is not a requirement.

>> IT'S TIME TO GET A CLEAR LOOK AT WHERE WE
REALLY STAND IN VIRGINIA, WITHOUT ASSUMPTIONS.

Most new fuel-fired equipment
installation standards often require

detectors in rooms adjacent or
connected via ductwork to a room

with a CO source—but proper
installation requires extensive

planning and effort. 
 

State legislators should provide
support, instead of leaving this on

the shoulders of local and school
officials.  

 
School-aged children's bodies are

much more susceptible to CO
exposure and can sustain lasting

damage even before an adult feels
any symptoms at all. 

 
Carbon monoxide poisoning is

entirely preventable.

• California
• Connecticut
• Illinois
• Maryland

• South Carolina*
• Utah

http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=201320140AB56
https://www.cga.ct.gov/2011/ACT/PA/2011PA-00248-R00HB-05326-PA.htm
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/publicacts/fulltext.asp?Name=099-0470&GA=99
https://www.achrnews.com/articles/120012-maryland-enacts-law-requiring-co-detection-in-schools
http://www.scfiremarshal.llronline.com/forms/Policies/14-001.pdf
https://le.utah.gov/~2014/bills/static/SB0058.html


17th largest school system in the United States
Serving 1,288,374 students across the 2,161 public
schools for the 2020 school year 
One of the highest concentrations of military families

THE VIRGINIA PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM

      in the nation. 

>> The numbers above do not include children enrolled in
daycare, charter or private school educational facilities.

>> The numbers above do not include the educators +
faculty serving in daycare, charter, public or private schools.V
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Installing detectors or detection
systems that are health
protection (not just life protection
devices) in any educational facility
(daycare, public or private system)

Full CO Protection

Public access database of
which schools DO + DO NOT
have CO detectors (noting fuel-
fired appliances + detector-
notes like location, qty, type)

Transparency

Training resource for educators
on full scope of CO issues
including sources, symptoms,
diagnostics + emergency
incidences

Preparedness Training

Looking to up frequency of
inspections of fuel-fired
appliances and equipment in
school facilities from one year
to quarterly or monthly.

Inspection Frequency
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Single unit, standard CO
detection devices installed in
every classroom to prevent harm
+ death from CO poisoning
(parent or business sponsored)

Classroom Protection

One POC at each school (or
school district) to work with us to
detail current status of CO
protection + risks at each school
in Virginia (no cost, just time)

Transparency

A website equipped with video
training, educational resources
related to awareness, prevention
and documenting prevalence of
issue for first officials, educators,
parents + public

Education Hub

Increase frequency of
preventive measures and
inspection from on-site
maintenance staff using best
practices 

Inspection Frequency
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WHAT CHALLENGES
ARE WE AWARE OF?
• No clear picture – There isn't one place where we can easily view what schools do
and do not have fuel-fired appliances + CO Detectors without speaking to each
facility independently; don't know of requirements + resources for maintenance staff
• Funding - We need to explore all aspects here related to grants, partnerships,
unfunded mandates, etc.
• Implementation - Mandatory implementation outright, or phased approach by
building age/need, or by age of student population?
• Awareness + Training - Will this be built into required modules (like CPR,
Harassment) or is there an alternative here in terms of educational + safety
partnerships, etc. in form of accessible website?
• Buck passing - Everyone is saying it's not their problem, but it's everyone's problem
(and responsibility). 



Leaders will only act if we educate + apply
pressure to change the building codes. Will need

Parents, Educators + Supporting Organizations.

LOCAL + STATE LEGISLATORS

Bringing issue to attention of CPSC who will
investigate and identify evidence-based
recommendations + recalls if necessary.

MANUFACTURER ACCOUNTABILITY

Designations for 'safe schools' or 'military
friendly' schools will be required to provide

acceptable CO protection to faculty and students

DESIGNATION ADJUSTMENTS

PRESSURE 
POINTS



A BIG THANKS TO THESE ORGS

Front page articles in the Virginian
Pilot, Daily Press. Picked up by AP
online appearing in Richmond Times
Dispatch + across the US.

MEDIA OUTLETS

Consumer Product Safety Commission is
looking into the specific incident at our
daycare to see if there are any trends or
connections to other mfg. issues.

CPSC

Committing to introducing legislation
in 2021 session. Helping navigate +
organize stakeholder conversations in
2020 to draft best language.

DELEGATE CONVIRS-FOWLER

National CO Awareness Association is
committed to working with us in
creating resources to bring awareness
to the issue of CO poisoning in
schools.

NCOAA



Footer

Continue raising awareness via Change.org
petition + media outlet outreach

Continuing stakeholder conversations to
identify opportunity for partnerships,
challenges and hear all issues related to
funding, phasing, training, educational
aspects

Grassroots Awareness

Stakeholder Conversations
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Continue to gather relevant data related to
prevalence, building codes, how this is being
approached by other states

Gather Data



Footer
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Sign the Change.org petition to stay updated on efforts made to
turn this vision into a reality + share it with your network.

Reach out to Nikki directly via nikkijameszellner(dot)gmail.com
to schedule a conversation, or provide feedback/ideas.

Write an OpEd to local media in your area about why you support
this initiative.

Introduce me to folks who may be able to help this initiative with
research, marketing + funding.

How can you get involved?

https://www.change.org/saferschoolsinvirginia

